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ROSS® Proportional Valves & „ADC“ 

Well-proven Design, Broad Application Range

The versatile, robust ROSS® proportional valve has proved its value over many years in the 
hollow-glass-making industry, controlling plunger, blowing and forming functions in a safe, 
reliable and cost-effi  cient way.  Now an increasing number of other industries discover the 
many convincing benefi ts of this product which ensures steady pressure conditions over long 
periods of time. For instance, it proved to be a great solution for designing dancer controls 
in the steel industry and for the proportional control of air brakes on a sophisticated techni-
cal level (e.g. soft brake and soft system restart). The ROSS proportional valve features an 
integrated electronics module and sensors designed to control both system pressurizing and 
exhausting. They can be set in such a way that precise controlling within a certain range of 
electronic data (0 – 10 V or 4 – 20 mA) is guaranteed. The electronic heart of the valve en-
sures that in case of changed operating conditions the set values will be restored after the 8th 
valve cycle at the latest, thanks to „ADC“ software (see following page). This makes life easier 
for the machine staff  because there is no need to permanently monitor proper functioning of 
machine and system. 

Designed for proportional pressurizing and exhausting, the valve provides actuation positions 
ranging from 0 to 100%. The parameters can be modifi ed permanently, maximum repeatability 
is ensured. The set pressure is kept up precisely, even if disturbances occur in the system, 
caused by faulty seals, component wear, pressure drop, variations in the pressure supply, or 
other infl uences.

Regardless of the specifi c application and the industrial work environment — one of the major 
benefi ts of the proportional valve resides in the fact that it operates reliably as an integrated 
pilot-main-valve-package with exemplary system uptime. Last, but not least, the „Two-in-One“-
design provides great opportunities for reducing procurement cost and mounting times. 

The ROSS proportional valve also scores against the backdrop of energy consumption 
aspects: Specifi cally designed internals result in a very small hysteresis providing optimum 
effi  ciency. The valve stops air supply as soon as the best-possible work pressure is reached. 
Permanent supply of compressed air is not required, which makes the ROSS proportional 
valve a very economical control item in your system.     

Force-balanced valve elements, the unbeatable ROSS poppet design, stainless-steel internals 
as well as excellent sealing properties guarantee a consistently reliable actuation performance 
in dirty, caustic environments, as can be found in the paper manufacturing and textile indus-
tries, for instance.    
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Your Intelligent 
Control Package. 

  
Plug-and-Play.
ND: 2.5 to 50
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Features:
I. A Smart Package:   

ROSS® proportional valves are the ideal choice for applications under rough operating 
conditions, as can be found in the fi eld of hollow-glass-making, for instance. You can 
even say, these valves like it hot. In order to secure steady top-level performance even 
in a demanding environment governed by fast-changing parameters, ROSS® developed 
the ADC software (Automated Disturbance Control).       

II. Function:   

The ADC electronic tool ensures fast and reliable value readjustment involving the fol-
lowing parameters:

   Leakage in the pneumatic system

    Compressed air variations in the circuit   

    Voltage variations

    Temperature variations

A specifi c algorithm verifi es the valve‘s regulating curve on a permanent basis. If devi-
ations from the set values are caused by one of the above mentioned anomalies, the 
valve immediately starts its resetting process. After as few as 6 to 8 valve cycles the 
desired values will be restored.    

III. Benefi ts:      

    Enhanced productivity

    Improved quality

    Less wear

Enhanced Productivity 
provided by

Automated 
Disturbance 
Control ADC
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ROSS® Proportional Valves & „ADC“ 

To sum it up:

ROSS proudly off ers a complete line of proportional valves with nominal diameters 
ranging from 2.5 to 50. Maximum fl exibility is achieved due to highest-possible 
adaptation to customers‘ requirements (e.g. interface options, customized piloting).

Benefi ts at a Glance:

   Proportional pressurizing and exhausting

  Digital  piloting

  New electronics with super fast processor

  Housing in seamless design

  Poppet valve construction

  Temperature range up to 85°C

  Pressure or volume control  

  Maximum precision and repeatability   

  Small hysteresis  

  Long service-life

  Interface options

 Automatic zero-point readjustment

  Customized piloting and electrical connection    

  Minimum maintenance

  High Enclosure Rating, IP 65

  Sub-base concept 

The proportional valve is an established winner in the ROSS® line of premium air 
controls. This multi-talented, smart power package stands out for a range of 
productivity-enhancing virtues, such as continuity, intelligence, sensitivity and, last 
but not least, extraordinary balancing capabilities. It is a small wonder that this 
product enjoys growing popularity on the pneumatics scene worldwide. 
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